Antenna-coupled tunnel junction diodes have recently been offering great advantages for IR and Terahertz detection applications. Fabrication has been a major constraint in our ability to field these devices. The first obstacle is the relatively small size of the antenna. As the length of the wave to be detected gets smaller, the size of the antenna shrinks according to the /4 rule. This eliminates the use of traditional photolithographic fabrication techniques, which fails in the nanometer geometry range. For this reason, e-beam lithographic technique is used. The second challenge appears in the fabrication of the tunnel junction. The tunnel junction part of the device is formed by sandwiching an insulation layer in between two conductor antenna parts. Previously, many fabrication techniques were offered for the vertical Conductor-Insulator-Conductor (CIC) structures where two metal layers overlap each other forming a tunnel junction vertical to the antenna surface. However, planar CIC structures have become more popular because they enable the surface plasmon excitement across the tunnel junction barrier [1] . The fabrication of planar tunnel junction requires the patterning of a nano-size gap that will enable the tunneling of the electrons in between two conductor antenna wings. At this critical location, e-beam proximity effect (pixel-to-pixel beam interactions) becomes a very important issue to be addressed in order to create a nanometer-range accuracy gap.
Improvement in e-beam lithography resolution is indispensable to overcome the challenges in the fabrication of the planar type antenna coupled tunnel junction diodes. A proximity effect correction (PEC) technique that relies on linear programming methods is used [2] . This technique fundamentally modifies the target pattern by assigning different dose values at each pixel. A dose compensated array is created by the software and used as the e-beam lithography mask instead of a uniform dose assigned pattern. In figures 1 and 2 the uncorrected and the corrected dose matrices for the asymmetric antenna pattern are presented, respectively.
The asymmetric bow-tie antenna pattern with less than 5nm gap size is of our main interest for further experiments on the antenna coupled tunnel junction diodes. The main fabrication challenge is to prevent the formation of an undesired bridge between the triangle and the rectangle wings of the antenna, while maintaining the original antenna dimensions. The formation of bridges can be justified by the inter-shape proximity effect phenomena. In figure 3 , the bridging issue is presented on an SEM image, where a minimum dose was applied to guarantee the critical antenna dimensions (this is evidence that proximity effect is an issue). In the figure 4, the SEM image of the proximity effect corrected pattern is shown. In the dose corrected device, bridging is not observed. The edges of the antenna are straight and the gap between the rectangle and the tip of the triangle is smaller than 3nm.
For the fabrication of this device, a positive e-beam resist is exposed using Raith e-LINE, EBL tool. After the exposure, the solvent (composed of 1:3 MIBK to IPA) is used for resist development. The desired pattern is transferred into a metal layer by a lift-off process after a 50 nm thin Ni layer is deposited using Denton e-beam evaporator. During our experiments all the imaging is performed with Hitachi SU-70 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
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